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embraced trance single “Sandstorm,” he would have still earned a place in the dance music pantheon thanks to that
song’s devilish hook and dizzying builds and drops.
But Ville Virtanen has spent the past 15 years since “Sandstorm”‘s release moving above and beyond that initial
burst of recognition. He has released four albums of wide-ranging electronic pop, including the recently
released Moments, and maintains an exhausting looking schedule of DJ appearances and live dates. When we
caught up with him for a quick interview backstage at The Whiskey Bar in Portland, just before one of those gigs,
Virtanen didn’t appear at all tired, instead looking focused, conﬁdent, and ready to take on the world, one danceﬂoor
at a time.
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One Lifetime (feat. Sebastian R… 4:07
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Darude, Caater
Darude, Sebastian Reyman

There was a long stretch between your last album and Moments. Why was that?
Life happened. I got married and we had a kid. There was some illness in the family. So I wasn’t able to concentrate
fully on production. The last two years or so I’ve been back into the production work consistently so I’ve been able
to work on whole pieces of music and concepts. I’ve been touring all the time. So I guess I was on a hiatus, but I was
still touring and remixing and working on things. I’m quite excited that I ﬁnally got the album done and out. I
absolutely do not mind playing regular DJ gigs, but now that I have my new album and I can promote my new tracks,
as an artist, obviously it’s exciting to be able to push my own music.
Have you been doing a lot of live performances rather than just DJ gigs like tonight?
Not with the new stuff really. I did a couple of festival sets and other gigs in Finland where I had Sebastian Reyman,
who sang on two of the tracks, with me. But nothing more at the moment.
One of the most exciting things about Moments is how diverse the album is. It isn’t just a straight-up trance record.
Was that an easy thing to do?
Yes and no. I started making music late, at around 19 or 20 years old. I don’t have any musical education. It wasn’t
until I realized that with computers I could make music that I started making my own. I didn’t see music as little
layers or bits like I see them now. I would hear a great track and remember the chorus but I didn’t realize that there
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was a kick drum or bass. I started hearing that when a couple of my buddies started making music with computers
and synthesizers. I slowly developed through tinkering to purposeful composing. This album was way more songbased. Several are campﬁre acoustic guitar songs or piano ﬁrst, then produced electronic work next. In that way, it
became way more diverse. I decided I didn’t want to try and put them in one mold. I also worked with different
producers whose tracks I liked and played in my DJ sets. I wanted to borrow their sound and style on my tracks.
Can you talk about the guests on Moments like Kristina Wheeler and Sebastian Reyman and Apocalyptica?
“No More Tears To Cry” was an instrumental ﬁrst. I made a chillout track that I knew was going to be on the album.
On all of my albums, I have one chillout track. Kristina Wheeler is a Finnish singer who has her own career and
loved her voice. I got in touch with her through my record company, but we never met in person until recently. A
buddy of mine recorded her vocals in Helsinki while I was checking it out via Skype in America. Sebastian is another
Finnish singer that has been in a couple of different bands. I wrote “Moments” with him. He was the demo singer
initially but I realized I didn’t need to look for anyone else. The Apocalyptica guys…Mikko [Sirén], the drummer, used
to play percussion live with me. When he joined with them, they were working on a song called “Peace” that they
asked me to remix. And I did, to a point, but it never got released. So as I was putting together the songs for the
album, I asked if I could re-visit that remix. There are several tracks that were started a long, long time ago. That
was one of the challenges, at one point I thought I would have to redo every track so it would be closer to today’s
sound. But then I thought, “Screw it.” They started as something for some reason and I should just go with that.
Is it a pretty close knit community of musicians in Finland?
Not that I know everything about other genres, but it’s a small country and the music industry is small in that way.
The record company bigwigs and A&R reps are a small circle of people. I’ve been doing this for 15 years, and in that
time, all of those people have circulated from company to company to company. So I know a lot of those people.
Considering how musically diverse the album is, was it easy to ﬁnd a way to connect them all conceptually?
As I got every track almost done, I had them in an iTunes playlist. I’d be listening to them and the track list formed
really quickly. It just felt natural, ﬂowing form beginning to end. Then when I ﬁnished the tracks, I did ﬁnd some sort
of glue from track to track to track, if you listen to it carefully there might be a clap sound or synth traveling from
track to track.
How would you compare touring the U.S. versus doing shows in Europe or elsewhere?
Pretty similar. Music lovers everywhere to me are pretty much the same. Of course cultures vary, sometimes
drastically. In some places, based on their culture, they don’t go nuts but they stay for the whole set and they love
the music. That can vary from city to city. The other night in San Antonio was great, but compared to a couple of
nights before that in Seattle, which is one of my favorite cities to play, it usually has a lot of energy and they go
nuts. If you have a crowd that is not that wild but you can tell they’re enjoying it, you still have to read that energy
as well.
Do you feel an obligation to play “Sandstorm” in every DJ set you do?
Yeah, but it’s not like I don’t want to. I love playing it. I can say that, at this point, selﬁshly because people usually
got apeshit when I play it. So I really don’t mind playing it.
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